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Summary
Objetive: To analyze the association of weight sta-
tus with anxiety, depression, quality of life and physi-
cal  fitness in fibromyalgia (FM) patients. Methods: The 
sample comprised 175 Spanish female FM patients 
(51.2 ± 7 years). We assessed quality of life by means 
of the Short-Form-36 Health Survey (SF36) and anxiety 
and depression by means of the Hospital Anxiety and 
Depression Scale (HADS). We used standardized field-
based fitness tests to assess cardiorespiratory fitness, 
muscular strength, flexibility, agility, and static and dy-
namic balance. BMI was calculated and categorized 
using the international criteria. Results: 33% of the sam-
ple was normal-weight, 35% overweight and 33% obese. 
HADS-anxiety and HADS-depression levels increased 
across the weight status categories. Obese patients had 
higher anxiety and depression levels compared to nor-
mal-weight patients (p < 0.05) whereas no differences 
were observed between overweight and obese patients. 
Physical functioning, bodily pain, general health (all  
p < 0.01) and mental health (p < 0.05) subscales from the 
SF36 were worse across the weight status categories. 
Likewise, levels of cardiorespiratory fitness, dynamic 
balance/motor agility (both p < 0.05) and upper-body 
flexibility (p < 0.001) decreased as the weight status in-
creased. Pairwise comparisons showed significant differ-
ences mainly between the normal-weight versus obese 
groups. Conclusion: Obese female FM patients displayed 

higher levels of anxiety and depression and worse qual-
ity of life, cardiorespiratory fitness, dynamic balance/
motor agility and upper-body flexibility than their nor-
mal-weight peers.

Introduction

Fibromyalgia (FM), a disorder characterized by the concur-
rent existence of chronic, widespread musculoskeletal pain 
and multiple sites of tenderness [1], has an enormous impact 
on the patients’ health-related quality of life, since it limits ac-
tivities of daily life such as walking, lifting and transporting 
objects [2]. FM has been found to be strongly associated with 
depressive and anxiety symptoms, a personal or family history 
of depression, and accompanying antidepressant treatment 
[3]. Physical fitness is decreased in FM patients compared to 
age-matched healthy peers [4] and is similar to that of healthy 
older adults [4].

Overweight and obese FM patients appear to present a 
higher pain sensibility [5], increased sensitivity to tender point 
palpation, reduced physical function and lower-body flexibil-
ity, shorter sleep duration, and greater restlessness during 
sleep [6]. Findings from the longitudinal HUNT study [7] 
showed an increased risk of incidence of FM in overweight/
obese women compared to normal-weight women, especially 
among women who also reported low levels of physical activ-
ity. Furthermore, a twin study reported that overweight and 
obese twins were more likely to have FM than normal-weight 
twins [8].
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In the general population, a raised BMI has been asso ciated 
with an increased risk for depression as well as psychiatric dis-
orders [9]. However, this association needs further research in 
people with FM; in fact, the mechanisms under lying the link 
between an excessive weight/fat mass and FM are not fully un-
derstood. For instance, the endogenous opioid system, which is 
involved in the regulation of mood and pain [10], has been 
shown to be altered in obese Zucker rats [11] as well as in FM 
patients [12]. Obesity also seems to be asso ciated with greater 
levels of inflammatory markers in FM patients, specifically in-
terleukin-6 and C-reactive protein [13], which could play a role 
in the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis regulation altering 
pain sensitivity and mood [13]. The levels of certain endocrine 
hormones, such as leptin and ghrelin, are related to changes in 
weight and overweight/obesity [14]. Circulating ghrelin levels 
negatively correlate with BMI, and ghrelin secretion is reduced 
in obese people and also in women with FM. It has been sug-
gested that ghrelin could play a role in the obesity-pain rela-
tionship [15, 16]. The differences in fitness, as a health indicator 
[17], among weight status groups in FM patients also require 
further research. Okifuji et al. [6] studied the association of 
weight status by performing several physical fitness tests; how-
ever, they did not conduct pairwise comparisons (i.e. between 
normal-weight vs. overweight and overweight vs. obese).

The aim of the present study was to examine the associa-
tion of weight status with anxiety, depression, quality of life 
and physical fitness levels in Spanish female FM patients.

Patients and Methods

Patients
The study sample comprised 175 women from a local association of FM 
(Granada, Spain), diagnosed as having FM by a rheumatologist following 
the American College of Rheumatology criteria [1]. The mean age of the 
sample group was 51.2 ± 7.1 years and, thus, close to the mean age of the 
global and Spanish prevalence of FM [1, 18]. All patients were informed 
about the study and signed a written informed consent to participate. The 
inclusion criterion was not to have any other rheumatic diseases. All pa-
tients were assessed by the same researcher’s group to reduce the inter-
examiner error and the study was reviewed and approved by the Ethics 
Committee of the Hospital Virgen de las Nieves (Granada, Spain).

Material and Procedures

Height (cm) was measured using a stadiometer (Seca 22, Hamburg, Ger-
many) and weight (kg) with a scale (InBody 720, Biospace, Seoul, Korea). 
The BMI was calculated as weight (kg) divided by height (m) squared, 
and categorized using the international criteria: underweight (< 18.5 kg/m2), 
normal-weight (18.5–24.99 kg/m2), overweight (25.0–29.99 kg/m2) and 
obese (≥ 30.0 kg/m2).

Most of the study field-based fitness tests were part of the ‘Functional 
Senior Fitness Test’ battery [19]. This test battery is relatively easy to ad-
minister and score, it is safe, and requires minimal equipment and space 
[19]. Additionally, we also measured the handgrip strength and per-
formed the back saver sit-and-reach and blind flamingo tests. The physi-
cal fitness tests studied were as follows.

Cardiorespiratory Fitness
Cardiorespiratory fitness was assessed by the ‘6-min walking’ test. This 
test involves determining the maximum distance (m) that can be walked 
in 6 min along a 45.7-m rectangular course [19]. The heart rate was meas-
ured during the test with a heart rate monitor (4 SW, Kempele, Finland), 
and the heart rate at the end of the test was selected for the analysis.

Upper-Body Muscular Strength
Upper-body muscular strength was assessed measuring the handgrip 
strength using a hand dynamometer with adjustable grip (TKK 5101 Grip 
D; Takey, Tokyo, Japan). The optimal grip span was calculated using the 
formula suggested by Ruiz et al. [20]: y = x/5 + 1.5 in women, with x being 
the hand size and y the grip length. Each person performed 2 attempts 
with each hand, with the arm fully extended, forming an angle of 30° with 
respect to the trunk. The maximum score in kilograms for each hand was 
recorded and the mean score of the left and right hand was used in the 
analyses.

Lower-Body Muscular Strength
Lower-body muscular strength was assessed by the ‘30-s chair stand’ test, 
which involves counting the number of times within 30 s that an individ-
ual can rise to a full stand from a seated position with back straight and 
feet flat on the floor, without assistance from the arms. The subjects per-
formed 1 trial after familiarization [19].

Upper-Body Flexibility
Upper-body flexibility was assessed by the ‘back scratch’ test, a measure 
of the overall shoulder range of motion that involves measuring the dis-
tance between (or overlap of) the middle fingers behind the back with a 
ruler [19]. This test was assessed twice, alternately with both hands, and 
the best value was registered. The average of both hands was used in the 
analysis.

Lower-Body Flexibility
Lower-body flexibility was assessed by the ‘chair sit-and-reach’ test. The 
person, seated with one leg extended, slowly bends forward sliding the 
hands down the extended leg in an attempt to touch (or pass) the toes. 
The number of centimeters short of reaching the toe (negative score) or 
reaching beyond it (positive score) was recorded [19]. 2 trials with each 
leg were measured and the best value of each leg was registered; the aver-
age of both legs was used in the analysis.

Static Balance
Static balance was assessed with the ‘blind flamingo’ test [21]. The 
number of trials needed to complete 30 s blindfolded in static position on 
one leg is recorded, and the chronometer is stopped whenever the person 
does not comply with the protocol conditions. 1 trial was performed for 
each leg and the average of both values was selected for the analysis.

Motor Agility/Dynamic Balance
Motor agility/dynamic balance was assessed with the ‘8-feet up and go’ 
test. This test involves standing up from a chair, walking 8 feet (2.44 m) to 
and around a cone, and returning to the chair in the shortest possible time 
[19]. The best time of 2 trials in seconds was recorded and used in the 
analysis.

Quality of Life
The Spanish version of the SF36 [22] was used to assess quality of life. 
This questionnaire is composed of 36 items, grouped into 8 scales assess-
ing 8 dimensions: physical functioning, physical role, bodily pain, general 
health, vitality, social functioning, emotional role, mental health, and gen-
eral health. Each subscale score is standardized and ranges from 0 to 100, 
where 0 indicates the worst possible health status and 100 the best possi-
ble one. The test-retest reliability and internal consistency of this ques-
tionnaire has been studied [23]. Correlation coefficients between the test 
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ment were performed to keep the experimentwise error rate to  = 0.05 
and to identify between which groups the differences were significant 
(e.g. normal weight vs. obesity).

Results

Of the patients, 77% were postmenopausal. The majority of 
the participants were married (73%). 60% were housewives, 
25% working, 7% retired, 7% unemployed, and 2% stu-
dents. The mean age of the sample group was 51.2 ± 7.1 
years, with an average height of 157.3 ± 5.5 cm, a weight of 
69.8 ± 13.2 kg and a BMI of 28.2 ± 5.5 kg/m2. 33% of the 
 patients were normal-weight (n = 57), 35% were overweight 
(n = 61), and 33% were obese (n = 57). The mean FIQ total 
score was 67.4 ± 13.2.

Figure 1 shows the association of weight status and anxiety 
and depression. The levels of HADS-anxiety and HADS- 
depression increased across the weight status categories, 
being significantly worse in obese compared to normal-weight 
FM patients (both p < 0.05). No differences were observed 
 between the overweight and obese groups or between the 
normal-weight and overweight groups.

Table 1 shows quality of life, as measured by SF36, across 
the weight status categories. Physical functioning, bodily pain, 
general health (all p < 0.01) and mental health (p < 0.05) were 
worse among the higher weight status categories. Pairwise 
comparisons showed worse physical functioning in the over-
weight compared to the normal-weight group and in the obese 
compared to the overweight group. Mental health was worse 
in obese compared to normal-weight patients. Bodily pain 
and general health were worse in the overweight and obese 
groups compared to the normal-weight group.

Table 2 shows physical fitness indicators by weight status 
categories. Cardiorespiratory fitness was worse in the obese 
compared to the normal-weight patients (both p < 0.05). Dy-

and the retest were between 0.58 for the SF36-emotional role subscale to 
0.99 for the SF36-physical role. Internal consistency showed Cronbach’s 
alpha coefficients between 0.78 for the SF36-vitality subscale to 0.96 for 
the SF36-physical role subscale.

FM Severity
The Spanish version [24] of the ‘Fibromyalgia Impact Questionnaire’ 
(FIQ) was used to assess FM severity. The FIQ assesses the components 
of health status that are believed to be most affected by FM. The FIQ 
total score ranges from 0 to 100, and a higher value indicates a greater 
impact of the disorder [25]. According to Bennet et al. [25], patients can 
be considered as having moderate FM if their score in the FIQ is below 70 
and as having severe FM if the FIQ is higher or equal to 70. Correlation 
coefficients between the test and the retest were between 0.58 for visual 
analog scales (VAS)-anxiety to 0.83 for work days missed. Internal con-
sistency showed Cronbach’s alpha coefficients of 0.82 for the total items 
of the FIQ;  = 0.79 for the 8 items, excluding the 2 work-related items, 
and  = 0.86 for the 9 sub-items of the physical impairment [24].

Anxiety and Depression
Anxiety and depression were assessed by means of the Spanish version of 
the HADS [26]. The HADS is divided into an anxiety subscale (HADS-
anxiety) and a depression subscale (HADS-depression) both containing 7 
intermingled items. The HADS has been found to perform well in assess-
ing the symptom severity and presence of anxiety disorders and depres-
sion in both somatic, psychiatric and primary care patients and in the 
 general population [27]. The HADS contains 14 statements, ranging from 
0 to 3, in which a higher score indicates a higher degree of distress. The 
scores comprise 2 subscales: anxiety (0–21) and depression (0–21) [28]. 
The Spanish version of the HADS test-retest reliability presented corre-
lation coefficients above 0.85. The internal consistency was high, with 
Cronbach’s alpha coefficients of 0.86 for both anxiety and  depression [26].

Statistical Analysis
All analyses were performed using the Statistical Package for Social Sci-
ences (SPSS, version 16.0 for Windows; SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA), 
and the level of significance was set at p < 0.05. Association between 
weight status and the study outcomes was examined by one-way analysis 
of covariance (ANCOVA) after adjusting for age. The overall p value is 
that reported for the main effects of the fixed factor (i.e. weight status) as 
provided by the ANCOVA after adjusting for age. A significant p value 
indicates that there are differences at least between 2 of the weight status 
groups. When significant, pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni’s adjust-

Fig. 1. Anxiety and 
depression levels in 
FM patients by 
weight status groups 
after adjustment for 
age. Values are 
 expressed as mean 
(standard deviation). 
HADS = Hospital 
Anxiety and Depres-
sion Scale, NW = 
normal-weight,  
OW = overweight, 
OB = obese. aA com-
mon superscript indi-
cates a significant  
(p < 0.05) difference 
between the groups 
with the same letter. Pairwise comparisons were performed with Bonferroni’s adjustment.
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weight, another third was overweight and the remaining third 
was obese. These data therefore provide a good opportunity 
to make proper comparisons between different weight status.

Our results do not concur with those reported by Yunus et 
al. [29]. They examined the differences in anxiety and depres-
sion between normal-weight versus overweight/obese female 
FM patients and observed no differences between groups. 
This may be due to the different method used to assess anxi-
ety and depression (they used the State and Trait Anxiety 
 Inventory (STAI-1, STAI-2), the Zung Self Rating Depres-
sion Scale (ZSDS) and a 4-point Likert-type questionnaire 
(from none = 1 to severe = 4 anxiety and depression).

Neumann et al. [5] examined the association between 
weight status and quality of life in FM patients. They found a 
relationship between BMI and a single value of quality of life 
computed from all the SF36 subscales (r = –0.205; p = 0.044), 
but they observed no differences across the weight status 
groups. Furthermore, they did not analyze the pairwise differ-

namic balance/motor agility was worse as the weight status 
increased (p < 0.05), but no pairwise differences between 
groups were observed after Bonferroni’s adjustment. Upper-
body flexibility was worse in the overweight and obese groups 
compared to the normal-weight group (p < 0.001). Finally, 
static balance showed a borderline significant difference (p = 
0.056), being worse in obese compared with normal-weight 
patients.

Discussion

The present study suggests that obese female FM patients 
have higher levels of anxiety and depression and worse qual-
ity of life, cardiorespiratory fitness, dynamic balance/motor 
agility and flexibility than their normal-weight peers. The 
study sample was equally distributed among weight status cat-
egories, i.e. one third of the female patients was of normal 

Table 2. Physical fitness in FM patients by weight status groups after adjustment for age

Fitness component Test Normal-weight,  
mean (SD)  
(n = 57)

Overweight,  
mean (SD)  
(n = 61)

Obese,  
mean (SD)  
(n = 57)

p

Cardiorespiratory fitness 6-min walking, m 483.3 (13.2)a 450.6 (11.2) 428.1 (12.0)a 0.011
Muscular fitness
 Upper body handgrip strength, kg 19.63 (0.87) 17.22 (0.82) 17.50 (0.85) 0.107
 Lower body 30-second chair stand, number of stands 8.06 (0.50) 7.26 (0.42) 6.66 (0.44) 0.121
Flexibility
 Upper body back scratch, cm 0.27 (1.96)ab –11.66 (1.67)a –15.83 (1.83)b <0.001
 Lower body chair sit-and-reach, cm –6.79 (2.43) –10.43 (2.05) –11.72 (2.21) 0.321
Balance
 Static 30-second blind flamingo*, failures 8.57 (0.92) 10.57 (0.87) 11.73 (0.90) 0.056
 Dynamic/agility 8-feet up and go*, s 7.41 (0.38) 8.56 (0.33) 8.64 (0.35) 0.040

*Lower scores indicate better performance.
SD = Standard deviation.
a,bCommon superscripts in the same row indicate a significant difference (p < 0.05) between the groups with the same letter. Pairwise comparisons 
were performed with Bonferroni’s adjustment.

Quality of life Normal-weight, mean (SD)  
(n = 57)

Overweight, mean (SD)  
(n = 61)

Obese, mean (SD)  
(n = 57)

p

SF36
Physical functioning 45.27 (3.04)a 39.24 (2.65)b 28.14 (2.88)ab <0.001
Emotional role 44.25 (7.10) 26.09 (6.20) 32.36 (6.72) 0.170
Physical role  8.78 (3.00)  5.99 (2.63)  0.58 (2.85) 0.136
Vitality 26.19 (2.61) 20.83 (2.27) 18.83 (2.47) 0.121
Mental health 54.31 (3.33)a 47.05 (2.90) 41.79 (3.14)a 0.029
Social functioning 48.29 (3.94) 43.85 (3.43) 42.83 (3.72) 0.580
Bodily pain 31.64 (2.66)ab 21.22 (2.32)a 18.18 (2.52)b 0.001
General health 36.69 (2.49)ab 28.45 (2.17)a 25.86 (2.36)b 0.007

Lower scores indicate better performance.
SD = Standard deviation, SF36 = Short-Form-36 Health Survey.
a,bCommon superscripts in the same row indicate a significant difference (p < 0.05) between the groups with the same letter. 
Pairwise comparisons were performed with Bonferroni’s adjustment.

Table 1. Quality of 
life in FM patients by 
weight status groups 
after adjustment for 
age
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cannot know the direction of the associations observed. Third, 
the present study was carried out only in women; future stud-
ies should replicate this study in men with FM. Fourth, the 
study was only based on a group of FM patients and future 
studies should also include comparison groups without FM.

Conclusions

Obesity seems to be related with higher anxiety and depres-
sion levels, worse quality of life, cardiorespiratory fitness, 
 dynamic balance/motor agility and flexibility in female FM 
patients. Intervention studies will confirm or contrast these 
findings. Intervention studies are needed to show whether a 
weight reduction intervention in female FM patients induces a 
better anxiety and depression profile as well as improved 
quality of life and fitness.
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ences between groups (i.e. normal-weight, overweight or 
obese) and, thus, we cannot compare quality of life differ-
ences between the weight status categories.

To the best of our knowledge, the study of Okifuji et al. [6] 
is the only one examining the association between weight sta-
tus and physical fitness in FM patients. In contrast to our re-
sults, the authors observed reduced flexibility in the lower 
body areas, as well as reduced strength in general, whereas we 
observed reduced upper-body flexibility but not reduced 
lower-body flexibility or strength [6]. It is important to note 
that we have observed differences in cardiorespiratory fitness 
(as assessed by the distance in the 6-min walking test) be-
tween normal-weight and obese patients whereas the Okifuji 
et al. study [6] failed to find such a difference.

In the general population, relative increases in maximal 
cardiorespiratory fitness and habitual physical activity have 
been associated with lower depressive symptomatology and 
greater emotional well-being [30]. In FM patients, poor 
 physical condition has been considered as one of the potential 
contributors to pain sensitivity [5, 6]. In addition, multidisci-
plinary interventions may improve physical fitness and quality 
of life in FM patients [31]. Weight loss appears to correlate 
with a reduction in FM-related symptoms, body satisfaction, 
and quality of life [32]. Behavioral weight loss programs, with 
changes in the diet [32] and involving exercise designed and 
adapted to this specific population [31], may positively influ-
ence the FM patients’ cardiorespiratory fitness, anxiety and 
depression levels and overall quality of life.

Some limitations need to be mentioned. First, we have not 
analyzed differences regarding obesity grades (1, 2 or 3) due 
to the small number of participants falling into these sub-
groups. Second, due to the study design (cross-sectional), we 
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